
Welcome to the world of champions, where dreams are realized and records are
shattered. Mr. Mohammad Shabbir is a name that has become synonymous with
success and pride for his home country. He is a talented athlete who has
consistently brought glory to his nation through his exceptional performances Cross
Country Skiing.

Born in a small, Mr. Shabbir's journey towards becoming one of the most celebrated
athletes of his country was not an easy one. Growing up, he faced many challenges
and obstacles, but he never let them deter him from pursuing his passion for sports.

At a young age, Mr. Shabbir showed great potential in Skiing. His natural talent
caught the attention of ski coaches, who further nurtured and trained him to compete
at higher levels. With their guidance and support, he began participating in local
competitions and soon gained recognition as a promising athlete.

As Mr. Shabbir's skills continued to develop, he set his sights on competing on an
international level. With hard work and determination, he qualified for the national
team and represented his country at the prestigious event of FIS Cross Country Ski
Championship for the first time in 2022. He managed to achieve Silver Medals in 03
races.

In 2023, Mr. Shabbir made history by becoming the first athlete from his country. His
impressive performance earned him a 04 Gold Medals in FIS Cross Country Ski
Championship and 01 Gold Medal in National Cross Country Ski Championship.
Recognizing his hard work and efforts, he is awarded with the scholarship by
International Olympic Committee (IOC). This acknowledgment of his dedication and
commitment is a testament to his exceptional achievements.

The International Olympic Committee (IOC) is a non-governmental organization that
is responsible for organizing and overseeing the modern Olympic Games. Founded
in 1894, the IOC consists of members from various National Olympic Committees
(NOCs) and is recognized as the ultimate authority on all matters related to the
Olympics.

We feel pleasure to inform that IOC Olympic Solidarity has kindly awarded Olympic
Scholarship to Mr. Muhammad Shabbir as recommended by Winter Sports
Federation of Pakistan for preparation of the “Milano Cortina 2026”. The programme
has been designed for the elite athletes who are training, and attempting to qualify,
for the Winter Olympic Games Milano Cortina 2026.


